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A  note from the eDitor
 No language is neutral. The title of Canadian poet Dionne Brand’s award 
winning book of poetry reminds us that no language is ever uncommitted. Meaning 
is conveyed through language, but what often remains unexplored is the way that 
language both constructs and is constructed by the individual. But in our historical 
moment, when many scholars postulate that the postmodern is dead, new paradigms 
of authority and structures of knowledge operating within a globalized network func-
tion to continually bombard us with information; in this age of chaos, the individual 
is saturated with language, situated in a cacophonic whirlwind, stranded in a long 
tunnel with no source of light. 

 The purpose of literature then becomes all the more significant. This is pre-
cisely because there is no definite purpose of literature. The impossibility of a plausible, 
definitive set of universal meanings or truths necessitates the creation of a space in 
language that loans itself to self-exploration. Such a language must discombobu-
late the senses; the anesthetization that blankets our era and the constant sensorial 
stimulation to which we are exposed often causes the switch to be flipped off on our 
presence, our awareness, our engagement. This withdrawal is visible in the detach-
ment of the modern ethos. How often do we take our morning coffee and search for 
the smells of cocoa or hickory in its breath? How often do we, when kissing a lover 
or combing a child’s hair or soaping up a wet thigh, try to define the experience in a 
way that explores it beyond the act itself? This is the function of poetry, of prose, of 
art itself – to shatter proprietary perceptions, to shatter the illusion that such surface 
senses afford us our only means of experience. 

 The instinct to perforate the language of the mundane is perhaps contempo-
rary literature’s most affecting proclivity. This effort necessitates the creation of a new 
understanding of language, a bending and re-articulation of words that frees them 
of their white-bread sensitivity, a cracking of syllabic grains that allows us to feed on 
their nutriment. Such a mission of re-articulation requires an integrative reimagining, 
a reconfiguration of the way we express ideas and perceptions that offers a glimpse of 
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something more. To decompose, to disintegrate, to reconstruct our use of language, 
of ideas, facilitates and enables a sensory experience that requires—demands, even—a 
different kind of engagement. 
 
 The role of community is important in this process, as community informs 
and facilitates the operations within which this hybridity is generated and subse-
quently evolves. Without community, the writer is a canoe in the middle of the At-
lantic, an apostrophe without a word to punctuate. Community informs and affects 
the writer, whose voice creates and shapes this language of engagement. In the same 
way, the community provides readers—readers who bring to this language meaning, 
understanding, awareness. The writer needs the reader, and vice versa.

 One of In/Words’ primary goals is to develop and promote this engagement 
and exchange. We are here to recognize and influence one another as writers and art-
ists, but our focus and aim is always this: to strive to foster exploration, and to estab-
lish a communal space in which to interpret, enjoy, and engage with works of litera-
ture that enable writers and readers to experience the world differently, in a different 
colour, with a different taste, with a different smell. Our aim, always, is engagement. 

Co-edItor, marIa demare
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Poetry By  Jc bouchArD

Denver
It was in Denver I started to think about how it all added up.
It was in Denver the city lights & blocked street grids began to blind me on the cor-
ner of 17th & Broadway.
It was in Denver I saw all the men in khaki slacks & tucked-in golf shirts walk the 
boulevards with their perm-pressed women in tow.
It was there I realized I would never be one of them & there it was, a great relief.
It was there I was refused a simple drink at the Van Horne Bar & Grill because my 
shirt was stained, face unshaven for months, hair long & greasy.
It was there I gave a homeless man my 100th cigarette & when he said I looked like a 
tourist & asked me for five dollars I screamed in his face to FUCK OFF even though 
he was dead right.
It was in Denver I stayed at the Comfort Inn for over $250 & barely slept.
It was there the concierge at the front desk tried to up-sell me product after service 
after product before I had to tell him to stop, to just stop it, & give me the fucking 
key already.
It was there I realized that I’m an asshole.
It was there on the 20th floor I gave myself a good long look in the mirror for the 
first time in days & laughed at the reflection: a good laugh, down from the belly & 
up through the throat, the kind of laugh where you forget everything.
It was in Denver the city blocks bracketed the rich & the poor alike, so god-damned 
alone.
It was in Denver the vending machines were all broken down, my coins wouldn’t 
take, all of them shat out back to me.
It was in Denver I saw a young lesbian mother feed her baby cold Chicken McNug-
gets & I felt like giving her a lesson in how to be a human being for a while, as if I 
knew any better.
It was there a man threatened to stab a young teen for what seemed like butting in 
line but all he was trying to do was make it to the pisser.
It was there I thought that if someone ever threated to stab me I’d tell them, “You 
better look me in the eyes while you do it,” but I would probably never say that.
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It was in Denver a fat Southern, self-proclaimed fire blower decided to befriend me 
& not stop talking about every single detail of a game of online poker being played 
on her phone that she was addicted to & how much “money” all the “high rollers” 
made & who she chatted with on Yahoo, all until I almost started to weep right there 
in front of her (I learned later from a man on the bus she was on speed).
It was in Denver the morning moon hung bright in the sky as if it was about to burn 
a hole through it like waxed tissue paper.
It was there I had the best-mixed whiskey & soda at an old shit-hole on 6th & Trem-
ont & I tipped the guy a five.
It was there I thought about you the most & dismissed you from my head the most.
It was there the streets coughed up the walking dead derelicts like a bad hangover, all 
of them hungry for cigarettes & cough syrup.
It was there a baby stared at me for what had to be 45 minutes & in its eyes I saw 
myself there banging behind the retinas, trying to get out. (Later, on the bus, the 
mother dropped that baby right on its head—THUMP.)
It was in Denver I thought about where it all added up, what was all happening, what 
I was doing.
It was in Denver none of the ATMs worked & everything smelled like chlorine & 
pencil shavings.
It was there a schizophrenic man told me I had beautiful eyes, that God gave them 
to me, that one day I would meet him in heaven & he would take them from me & 
give them to a newborn, that God would always share the beauty.
It was there an old man said to me, “Man, that was fast,” & I said, “Yeah, the vend-
ing machines are out of order,” & he looked me straight & said, “The whole god 
damned world is out of order!”
It was in Denver my throat was parched black from Camel Filters & no water.
It was there I thought about how it all added up.
It was there I made up my mind as best I could: it was time to go.
It was in Denver the bus broke down & the fat, Southern woman on speed came 
roaring out of that bus, pants on crooked, hair in a massive knot, bra straps showing, 
tits nearly coming out, & she yelled, “God damn! I could hitch it in one these trucks 
and it would probably be faster! This is the start of my trip from hell!” 
It was in Denver I stood there on the side of the road smoking a cigarette waiting for 
the sun to come up just to see its golden glory over the bulging foot hills. “It’s my 
trip too,” I said to her, “It’s all of ours.”
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Poetry By  AlcofribAs nAsier i i

Alco PrAises the cormorAnts
So I was waiting for the poem when the birds arrived.
As they always do. (Pry eyed, iconic fuckers.)

This isn’t about you, Phalacrocorax carbo. 

And so it was.

Screw you, I said.

Whoop dee dittle, I little, I go.
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Poetry By mArilyn irwin

f ive yellow wAlls
“There are things in that wallpaper that nobody knows about but me, or ever will.”
 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Yellow Wallpaper

in the comfortable confines of Sunday
rain speckles, crow cackles linger

obligatory Father’s Day duties
sweep the streets; a confounding dance
who will buy this ___ mourning

we meld as envelopes and sealing wax
is there anything worse than quiet wallpaper?

we succumb, soothe 
inked imprints, ear curves
tingling fingertips singed, sing

there is (enough) time to contemplate 
repositioning, strands of my hair
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Prose By  myles moscArDelli

A  resPonse to l iquorice’s
letter
Hey Liquorice,

 Sorry it took me this long to get back to you, I have been in a bit of a rut 
lately. I know it’s probably hard to hear, but I am really glad Lola left you. I’m sort 
of bitter towards her after everything that happened between her and Mom. You get 
what I mean. I know you didn’t like being in the middle of that, so it’s probably for 
the best. If you doubt it, just realize you’d have to sneak the letters you send to me 
if you were still together. You deserve better than that. I know it is hard to accept 
right now (trust me, I do) but it’s something that just needs to happen. Soon enough 
you’re gonna run into a girl who will be perfect for you. She will be about five feet 
tall with big green eyes and soft brown hair and you will wonder why you wasted 
your time with Lola in the first place. You’ll see.

  I am sorry if it feels like I abandoned you by moving so far away all of a 
sudden, it was just something I needed to do. I miss you up here buddy. Sometimes 
I am afraid that you and Mom have given up on me, which is something I just can’t 
handle. Things are kind of tough for me because the only way I deal with these prob-
lems is by staying up at night drinking. It doesn’t make anything better. But your last 
letter really helped me. It reminded me that you are still there. It has made me want 
to shape up. I’ve started eating better and more frequently. And I am going to start 
seeing a counselor. I really don’t think I want to die anymore, Liquorice. I just really 
miss Dad. You know what I mean. The truth is, I get through it each day by keeping 
your last note on the wall beside my bedroom doorframe: “You did it yesterday, you 
can do it today.” It really makes me feel like I can beat this.
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 I know that things are kind of rough right now, Liquorice. And I know that 
it feels like everything is changing too fast. You are probably confused and frustrated 
without your big brother there helping you keep it together. But the main thing is 
that you’ve gotta keep your chin up, at least long enough for me to come back home 
and bombard you with hugs (and kick your ass at Mortal Kombat). Then, we will 
share some of Mom’s famous cherry cheesecake and afterwards I can try to sneak you 
into a bar. Just like old times. Things will get better for us, buddy, I am sure of it.
 
 I love you.

 Your brother,
 Smarty.

 P.S. I put a little bit of money in the bottom of the envelope so you can take 
a new girl out to dinner or something. It’s not much, but it should help. Good luck, 
big guy.
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Poetry By  geoffrey bAtes

An Angel on A conifer
Birds are just little dinosaurs that litter our buildings.
Any stop sign, park bench, or monument becomes
a memento for Tyrannosaurus-rex
with the addition of a seagull. This bird is a Cretaceous toy
with a gimmick:

No Tyrannosaur descended from some cloudy bastion
to grace a streetlamp.
The tyrant-king had no tower for surveying his kingdom
nor the divine right to witness
the curving horizon.

But the seagull has no land or title, no fearful weight
crushing pretenders. Its steps are insecure, flat and sticky.
It drops from the sky,
stands on a stop sign.

Who would have thought that a creature
who can soar on waves of air
would need to tread so carefully?
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Poetry By  geoffrey bAtes

De ity
I always believed that rain happens when the rain god steps out of his bathtub.
The droplets fall in sheets and waves off his exalted body, through
his cumulonimbus floor mat,
consecrating our heads.
Lightning, then, is just the static of his towel as it scours him dry.

I imagine the rain god donning clothes:
fog socks and alto-stratus underpants.
A poofy white shirt catches the sun’s magnificence, as his skin
is too soft to hold light.
He strides with the world staring up his trousers.

Where does he go?
Where else
but to sit beside his fellows
and hear about the edge of the atmosphere,
where the space goddess sheds comets at the follies of the mortal below?
For even gods, if they are human, must have gods of their own.
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Poetry By  v ictoriA l inhAres

the one Person resPonsible 
for rebuilDing itAly
Because of the flood, the obstetrician says, no reproduction today. If anything goes 
wrong, everything goes wrong, and then everything is gone for good. Did you know 
that for eight million dollars Giorgio could rebuild Italy, make a new country on top 
of the old one? That the first dog injected with insulin died? What a cause. What a 
cure. It didn’t even know it was saving all those people. Piety, like the one you aban-
doned on the side of the street, comes back to bite you in the ass, but you say, “No, 
I’m only here for the ride.” More than anything, a single hatred for snow dwells deep 
inside of me, the only thing besides humans that is truly allowed to be cold. Because 
of the epidemic, the dermatologist says, skin graft research will be postponed. But 
that’s okay. We don’t have to touch one another, spread each others’ germs, pretend 
we’re making causes or cures. Directors play sad songs in the background so actors 
can cry during the tragic scenes. I circle one half-block and somehow get to your 
apartment, even though I screamed at myself on the way there to stop thinking about 
you. How can I know? How can someone know that the one person responsible for 
rebuilding Italy is just a skin graft, a cyst growing on the edge of an ovary? Do cysts 
even grow on ovaries? And if I emptied myself enough, would the reproduction cycle 
stop itself in its tracks like a battered boxer, giving up the fight? I had a friend who 
wrote a poem once about sperm pooling in latex, the tragedy of lost life. It doesn’t 
matter now. Nothing matters now. You are like the homeless man emptying himself 
of everything behind the bushes, whistling at the pretty girls who walk by. It will be 
December soon, and the snow will collect on the ground like ash. Because of the 
storm, the weatherman says, the city is shut down for good. Like a battered boxer at 
the side of the ring it collapses, doesn’t try anymore. It gives up. I try so hard for it to 
not give up but it gives up.
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Poetry By  el izAbeth m cgee

gArDen cAbbAges
Seven rotting cabbages 
sat outside the backdoor 
of her house.
The orphaned sheep dog barked at the spoiling vegetables for 
10 days straight, as though 
he knew they were the last thing 
she had touched.
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Poetry By  D.s.  stymeist

skyline
A howling yowl runs along Jasper avenue,1 
As road-signs clank aimlessly over pavement.
Opening his shop door, a man braves the Chinook, 
And makes the wind keen with sharper wail.

The echoed flexure of mirrored panels
Causes his pause and expectant skyward look.
Last week the Westerly stream left two dead,
Entombed in the debris of scaffolding collapse.

The sun has now set somewhere over the horizon
Yet magenta and azure waves ripple still
Across the metrical sequence of reflective squares—
The high-gloss cubism of urban geometry.

Up there, the rivulets of sky-light even now play
At tip and summit of these synthetic peaks,
As the gloomy subterranean rush-hour channels by
With a tenebrous flood of chrome and rubber.

______________________
1 The main east-west route within Edmonton. Outside the city it turns into the Yellowhead highway 
and runs west towards Jasper National Park and the Rockies.
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Poetry By  clAire PAttison hunter

cAPitAl.
I
I sometimes forget 
to close my parentheses 
but I never

forget to open them)

II
I lost a semi-colon 
to a printer’s margin 
my editor 
still can’t forgive me

III
I did not forget 
not to start 
a sentence with 
and but or because 
but sometimes 
it just works

IV
don’t even get me started 
on exclamation marks.
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Prose By  l iAm lAchAnce

#gPsbicycles
BRO: We used to glide and pedal, throw shit and laugh smoke in garages—remem-
ber? Holding your older brothers’ beers like trophies?

Do you? Can you remember? It is so important to remember everything

Oh oh hold on hold on before you go: Are lattes our new trophies?

And how do you reconcile the loss of control in twenty-one gears when sitting on 
benches of the 4 CU, 95W? Seriously, though, I can barely see the road.

I mean we used to ask to speak with Brian, please, answer Hello, Lachance residence to 
strangers calling from wherever, North America, no screen to ID callers on the base 
that could crack a skull   —I mean there was something tangible: a base! And wires, 
wires to slink around your fingers, or bite down on, or suck—whatever! Enjoy!

Also last thing seriously do you remember how we used to follow lost parents in GAP 
sweaters, wondering if the IT in JUST DO IT meant, well, it, watching our parents 
say things to locals and point to wrinkled maps, before LTE, Google Maps, or 4G?

And just look at them, now! Them: These kids! Never lost, but never together! Al-
ways on time, and never lost! Take a good look, really inhale the details of these kids, 
I mean, they’re all apps and no spin the bottle—well, there’s an App for that—and 
sexting in class, on toilets! Never alone, but never together! Where are their bicycles? 
Where are their bicycles? Where are their bicycles?
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Poetry By  lynette wilson

k ill ing t ime
Twelve-oh-one; 12:01
when the clock begins again.
Up and over, second hand descends
 
Tick-tock-tick-stop
 
Resignation—Restitution—Resolutions.
 
Twelve-oh-two:
yours is to quit the bottle.
Quit the amber that 
brings the gypsy banshee out to play.
Quit the burn that makes my tongue tingle to
taste on your lips.

One-fifty-three:
But not the nicotine.
You smoke, one pack per day,
often more, sometimes less,
the Marlboro Reds that used to
fill the empty carton lying on my bedroom floor.
 
Three-twenty-four:
The tobacco rolls that
fill your voice with black sand grit until it can
grate against my skin,
burrow through the cracks it creates.
Seep into my veins,
leave inkblot test stains,
make me the narrator of you.
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Six-oh-eight:
The plumes that you
exhale-inhale-exhale-in
until you are a part of me.
 
Eight-oh-three:
I flail and
choke-choke-choke.
Cold asphyxiate.

Nine-oh-eight:
I swaddled myself around you
poured yourself inside.
 
I puffed on the roll until I
Exhaled clouds of smoke to
make my voice grind in my throat.
 
Ten-Eighteen:
Come unhinged.
Cringe.
Linch-pin.
 
Eleven-Fifty-Nine; 11:59:
Second hand concludes its rise.
Resolutions—restitutions—resignation,
 
The close draws close.
 
Tick-tick-tick-stop.
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Poetry By  cAssAnDrA nykyforAk

sunny siDe
“Reserving judgements
is a matter of infinite hope.”  
 F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby

 
After losing grasp
on your last cigarette,
you call it a day
and don your armor
of after work beer
and onion ring towers.

Then you give your night over
to watching The Wire
and her porcelain maneuvers
in your co-habitual shower

and you relish in the ways
you get by. For instance,
if you take a good look
at the yolk of a reading lamp,

if you stare hard enough
at Virginia Woolf,
she’ll crack under the pressure
and say yes to the negligee

and swim with you
into parties, holding her breath
when you talk about reading
The Great Gasby in one
sitting on the throne,

how the film adaptation
missed nothing.
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Poetry By  sArAh wAlsh

something About
you and me,
we were good as a sunrise.
Afterwards,
all release a collective breath.

and I was glad
this proves how it’s done.

Now you cast a shadow 
on the stillness of the ground
(the English language lacks a word to curtail this)

O, Seafair siren,
We hadn’t even realized we were singing. 
and after, 
God, 
the distance.
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Prose By  lynDsAy Armstrong

cAncer: A  love story
 There are a number of things my Father’s cancer taught me. Some things sci-
entific. I learned that cancer originating in the tongue can create a tumor in the neck. 
I learned that radiation does bizarre things to facial hair. I learned that you don’t have 
to be out of shape, a smoker, or old to have squamous cell carcinoma. In fact, in my 
experience it’s only happened to one of the healthiest men I know. I learned that 
treatments and their side effects vary majorly patient to patient, meaning it’s impos-
sible to prepare yourself for what comes.

 Let me begin with a brief past of Su and Ian. They met in residence at Mount 
Allison University, Ian was Su’s residence assistant and he thought she was beautiful. 
He saw her with her bike in front of their house and he made a silly excuse to talk 
to her. They became friends, stayed that way for a number of years before Ian con-
fessed his love for Su the night before graduation. Their first year together was long-
distance, filled with letters and road trips. They went on to buy a beautiful log cabin 
in the middle of nowhere that they would slowly fix up. They married in August 
1992, and began to work as teachers at the same school in Lakefield Ontario where 
they would live and raise children. My mother had me in 1995, and then my sister in 
1997. They have since filled our childhoods with family road trips, camping, sports, 
dance and anything else we decided we should try.

 My parents handled the responsibility of dealing with Dad’s cancer very 
thoughtfully. They told my sister and I about his diagnosis this past winter as a united 
front, holding hands, one night after we had finished our homework. They filled 
possible pauses with: “Remember I’m young”, “we caught it early”, “I’m going to end 
up fine”, “we can handle this” and other positive sentiments that gave us faith and 
confidence.

 Before treatment had even started I began to see glimpses of Mom’s devotion 
towards Dad. To help Dad put on weight Mom bought every fatty, high carb food 
that she had never allowed our family to keep in the house. She bought tub after tub 
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of ice cream, she bought chips, she even bought fullfat mayonnaise. Every time we 
went to the kitchen we were surprised by more and more junk food filling the cup-
boards and the fridge. 

 Next came the date nights. They went out on dates all the time. Even when 
they didn’t actually go out, they started calling everything a date. Nightly walks to-
gether were dates, their TV nights were dates, their breakfast together before my sister 
and I awoke were dates. They giggled and flirted like teenagers on a daily basis. This 
was their way of squeezing out all the easy happiness of the last few days of pre-treat-
ment Ian. Their dates continued into the first few weeks of treatment. They stopped 
being going-out dates altogether, but they stayed in bed in the morning for longer, 
and the movie watching and evening walks persisted. Through these first few weeks 
Dad was tired, but he wasn’t sick yet. He was commuting between Princess Margeret 
in Toronto and home daily for treatment. He decided sleeping at home was worth 
the travel time. This of course couldn’t last. It became too hard. He began sleeping 
at the Princess Margaret cancer lodge. Mom’s next step was Wednesday visits. Every 
Wednesday she’d get off work and spend the day with Dad at the lodge. She would 
convince him to spend a bit of time outside, but from what I’ve heard they mostly 
talked. They would call me when they were together and I could tell that they’d been 
crying, but it was obvious that they were happy. They were enjoying each other’s 
company and making up for the rest of the week that they could not be in each 
other’s presence.

 While the fatty-food buying, constant dates, and Wednesday visits were 
sweet, the truly incredible moments of love occurred later when my dad was most 
sick. It wasn’t until after his final chemo treatment when he had returned home that 
he was at his lowest point. Suddenly my mom became a nurse. She administered tube 
feedings, she rubbed his back while he was sick, she managed his many medications, 
she did everything in her power to make him as comfortable as he possibly could be. 
She still looked at him as if he was her prince charming.

 There was one morning, my dad had been home a few weeks, and I heard 
his obnoxious phone alarm as I walked downstairs. I went to turn it off, not before 
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noticing the alarm title: “Find and Kiss Su” was the 7:42am daily alarm. Upon mild 
phone snooping, I came to find that this alarm was not new. This had been my dad’s 
daily alarm since well before cancer came into the picture.

 While it took my dad’s sickness for me to see exactly how crazy my parents 
are about each other, they had been that way for a long time. This cancer journey has 
changed my family without a doubt. Something that hasn’t changed however is the 
way my mom and dad love each other. They always had something special. I can see 
it now in the way they’ve always held hands, the way they’ve always made each other 
laugh, the way they’ve always made time for a good morning kiss.

 And isn’t that what everyone’s looking for?
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Poetry By  rob thomAs

DeeP freeze
somewhere
underneath
this
mountain
of
snow
waiting
exactly
where
we
left
it
is
summer
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Lyndsay Armstrong hails from the quaint village of Lakefield, Ontario. She is a first 
year student at Carleton University where she studies journalism and daydreams. She 
loves to smile and she writes hoping to make others smile too. 

Geoffrey Bates was born in North Bay, Ontario, and has spent most of his life hop-
ping around the Earth. Countries he has been to include Egypt, Ukraine, Iran, and 
many more. For now he lives in Ottawa, studying English Literature at Carleton 
University and writing the occasional poem or story.

JC Bouchard: “I’m a Canadian writer and a former resident of Ottawa. My work 
is featured in The Steel Chisel, theNewerYork, Feathertale, Bywords.ca, Bywords 
Quarterly Journal, DITCH, Breadcrumb Scabs and others. When I was 19-years old, 
I self-published a collection of 50 poems and it was quite terrible. My poem, “Por-
traits”, was long-listed for the 2013 CBC Canada Writes Poetry Prize. Another poem 
of mine received Honourable Mention for the 2013 Bywords John Newlove Poetry 
Award.”

Claire Pattison Hunter misses the Ottawa writing community hugely but is pleased 
to still be a small part of it in this way. She lives in the Big Smoke, is now a poetry 
editor for Structo magazine and spends her days working in the publishing industry. 

Marilyn Irwin’s work has been published by above/ground press, Arc Poetry Maga-
zine, Bywords, and New American Writing, among others. A graduate of Algonquin 
College’s Creative Writing program and winner of Arc’s 2013 Diana Brebner Prize, 
she has three chapbooks: for when you pick daisies (2010), flicker (2012), and little 
nothings (2012). She is currently shaping her first full-length collection.

Liam Lachance is a writer at wordandcolour.com

contributors
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Victoria Linhares (b. 1994) is from Toronto. Her work has been seen in Thought 
Catalog, Metazen, Medium, Extract(s), and Unreality House. Her chapbook, Hide 
Your Soul Inside You Where It’s Safe (2013) was published by Nauseated Drive. She is 
currently studying at the University of Ottawa.

Elizabeth McGee is an Ottawa-based poet and singer-songwriter for Vedal Pearl, 
an indie-folk band. Elizabeth is a social activist for various causes including mental 
health, education, LBGTQ rights and issues related to poverty. Elizabeth has had 
her poetry published in the Bywords Quarterly Journal, Bywords.ca, and her work 
featured on CHUO FM radio.

Myles Moscardelli was born in Sarnia, Ontario and has lived there most of his life. 
In 2011 he moved from Sarnia to Ottawa to study philosophy at Carleton University. 
He is currently the head of Carleton University Philosophy Society’s journal commit-
tee.

Alcofribas Nasier II always writes in red ink, is a graffiti artist, cleans grease traps for 
spare change and strong coffee, descends from satire, is a misanthrope and a recluse, 
is off the booze for good, and this time means it, lives here and there, Ontario, 
sometimes our nation’s fucking capital, poems in Incongruous Quaterly, ottawater, 
thesteelchislel.ca and an American publication called Spirits from Indiana University.

Cassandra Nykyforak was born and raised in Northern Ontario and is a graduate 
of Carleton University. Her poetry has appeared in Bywords’ Quarterly Journal, The 
Steel Chisel, The Feathertale, and In/Words Magazine.

D.S. Stymeist currently teaches Renaissance Literatures in the English department of 
Carleton University in Ottawa and has published a number of poems in Prairie Fire, 
A/Muse/Me, Ottawater, and Bywords. His essays and reviews have appeared in jour-
nals such as Studies in English Literature, R & R, Cahiers Elisabéthains, RQ, Mosaic, 
and Genre. He is presently revising a short collection of poetry entitled Lexigon that 
explores the intersection of language and history.
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Rob Thomas won the 2013 John Newlove Poetry Prize. He’s working on his first 
chapbook. He’s nice.

Sarah Walsh was raised in Edmonton, lived in Victoria, and is presently an under-
graduate student in Political Science and French at Carleton University in Ottawa. 
She hopes to live on the East Coast next.

When Lynette Wilson ‘grows up’ she wants to be a rock star or a writer, the trick will 
be in finding a job opening. Until then she can be found, often with guitar in hand, 
scrawling across whatever piece of paper is on hand when inspiration strikes.
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Editor-in-chief     Collett Tracey

Editors      Maria Demare 
      Chris Johnson
      Matt Jones

Creative Director     Neil Voorneveld
Cover Photographer    Maria Demare
Collaborative Photographer   Chi-Chi Ayalogu
Model      Grace Miah

Magazine production    Carleton University Graphic Services

Special thanks to Chi-Chi and Grace for helping to make a great cover photo out of 
an absolutely freezing photo-shoot. More thanks to the Clocktower Brew Pub (575 
Bank St.) for continuing to host The Reading Series on the last Wednesday of each 
month, and to everyone who attends the Writers Circle (held at 7PM every Wednes-
day at The Avant-Garde Bar, 135 1/2 Besserer St.) for continuing to attract and 
generate new talent.

Epigraph: Margaret Atwood, Power Politics (House of Anansi Press, 1971)

in/worDs issue 13.1
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Publishers, please address review copies to:
In/Words
1902 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON. K1S 5B6

About In/Words Magazine:
 Since its founding in 2001 by Prof. Collett Tracey and a handful of students, 
In/Words Magazine & Press has evolved into a non-profit, student-run small press 
and reading series. It is provided with a budget by the Carleton University Students’ 
Association and supported by the kindness of the Carleton University English De-
partment and those within Ottawa’s writing community who wish to see its success. 
We are always looking for new volunteers to support the arts and artists at Carleton 
University and across Canada.
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COME TO OUR READING SERIES & OPEN MIC

LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH @ 9PM
The Clocktower Brew Pub (in the Glebe)
575 Bank St.

ALL WELCOME TO READ OR L ISTEN
VISIT INWORDSMAGAZINE.WORDPRESS.COM

COME TO OUR WRITER’S C IRCLE

MONDAY NIGHTS @ 7PM
The Daily Grind
601 Somerset St. W

BRING 6–10 COPIES OF A  P IECE
OR JUST BE PART OF THE COMMUNITY
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